Performance characterization of high quantum efficiency metal package photomultiplier tubes for time-of-flight and high-resolution PET applications.
Metal package photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) with a metal channel dynode structure have several advanced features for devising such time-of-flight (TOF) and high spatial resolution positron emission tomography (PET) detectors, thanks to their high packing density, large effective area ratio, fast time response, and position encoding capability. Here, we report on an investigation of new metal package PMTs with high quantum efficiency (QE) for high-resolution PET and TOF PET detector modules. The latest metal package PMT, the Hamamatsu R11265 series, is served with two kinds of photocathodes that have higher quantum efficiency than normal bialkali (typical QE ≈ 25%), super bialkali (SBA; QE ≈ 35%), and ultra bialkali (UBA; QE ≈ 43%). In this study, the authors evaluated the performance of the new PMTs with SBA and UBA photocathodes as a PET detector by coupling various crystal arrays. They also investigated the performance improvements of high QE, focusing in particular on a block detector coupled with a lutetium-based scintillator. A single 4 × 4 × 10 mm(3) LYSO, a 7 × 7 array of 3 × 3 × 20 mm(3) LGSO, a 9 × 9 array of 1.2 × 1.2 × 10 mm(3) LYSO, and a 6 × 6 array of 1.5 × 1.5 × 7 mm(3) LuYAP were used for evaluation. All coincidence data were acquired with a DRS4 based fast digitizer. This new PMT shows promising crystal positioning accuracy, energy and time discrimination performance for TOF, and high-resolution PET applications. The authors also found that a metal channel PMT with SBA was enough for both TOF and high-resolution application, although UBA gave a minor improvement to time resolution. However, significant performance improvement was observed in relative low light output crystals (LuYAP) coupled with UBA. The results of this study will be of value as a useful reference to select PMTs for high-performance PET detectors.